
Quick and easy control of your most ambitious 
projects with a friendly software interface, touch 
screen controls and customizable window 
positions for any type of lighting show.

1.310.720 
Pixels

Up to 255 Universes
DMX, Art-Net, sACN

Touch 
Screen

More than 500 graphic effects with multiple 
layers for unlimited combination possibilities to 
make your creation and design really unique.

Effortlessly Multiple DMX matrices, pixel mapping 
and DVI projects management. All type of path is 
possible, like 2D and 3D, multiple matrices, custom 
shape, Led Strip and DVI high resolutions

Best price for performances. Make sure all your 
live performances will run perfectly without any 
failures.

FREE software update, technical support and 
download (Visit our website).

Live & Architectural (Video, LED Mapping, Building, 3D...)

Pixelize Your Projects
 



Shapes your selections to play the desired effects and quickly select your 
transitions to animate your show.
Up to 255 universes management for 130.560 channels, 43.350 RGB 
pixels or 1280x1024 DVI resolution with 1.310.720 Pixels.

Create a synchronized show with your own audio and video files 
and add marker points in the timeline to specify essentials steps of 
your show.

Huge Number of Pixels & Outputs

Integrate a large number of amazing graphic effects and visuals from a 
library with audio, videos, animations, shapes, GIF and pictures to make 
every project unique and beautiful. Just overlay several effects on diffe-
rent layer to get unlimited combination.

Play your show via simple trigger buttons. Prepare and program your 
show in advance and run it through Ethernet, Midi, keyboard, USB device 
or DMX triggers.
All type of path is possible, like 2D and 3D, multiple matrices, custom 
shape, Led Strip and DVI high resolutions.

Effects & transitions on 1.310.720 Pixels

Synchronized Show to Perfection

Great Visual Effect Quality

Easy Triggers and Patch Setup

Play your show over standard protocol like DMX, Art-Net, sACN & DVI.
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Minimum configuration:
Windows / Mac OS
2Ghz CPU, 8 Gb RAM
2Gb RAM graphic card
500 Mb disk
1 USB port (interface dongle)
1 Ethernet port (ART-Net out)

Free software & free app download:
Software package download: https://www.chromateq.com
Apple Store: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wi-light-2/id1523046687?l=fr 
Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.chromateq.wilight2
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